We study three notions of directability of fuzzy automata akin to the D1-, D2-and D3-directability of nondeterministic automata. Thus an input word w of a fuzzy automaton is D1-directing if a fixed single state is reachable by w from all states, D2-directing if exactly the same states are reachable by w from every state, and D3-directing if there is a state reachable by w from every state. We study the various sets of directing words of fuzzy automata, prove that the directability properties are decidable, and show how such results can be deduced from the theory of directable nondeterministic automata. Moreover, we establish the closure properties of the different classes of directable fuzzy automata under the class operations of forming subautomata, homomorphic images and finite direct products.
Introduction
An input word w of a finite automaton A is said to be directing, or synchronizing, if it takes A from every state to a fixed state, and A is directable if it has directing words. The topic has been extensively studied ever since these notions were introduced in 1964 byČerný [4] . Directability has also been defined for other kinds of automata such as probabilistic automata [13] and weighted automata [5, 11] . In [10] Imreh and Steinby identify three types of directable nondeterministic finite automata (NFAs), and in [12] Karthikeyan and Rajasekar define directing words for fuzzy automata.
Speranskii [19] also considers a kind of generalized directing words of fuzzy automata as well as some diagnostic experiments with fuzzy machines with outputs. Here we introduce and study three types of directing words of fuzzy automata that correspond to the D1-, D2-and D3-directing words NFAs considered in [10] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some terminology, notation and the automata to be considered. In Section 3 we associate with each fuzzy automaton an NFA that faithfully reflects some important properties of the original automaton. In the next section we define D1-, D2-and D3-directing words for fuzzy automata. The D3-directing words of a fuzzy automaton are the directing words defined in [12] . For each i = 1, 2, 3, the Di-directing words of a fuzzy automaton are the same as the Di-directing words of the associated nondeterministic automaton, and hence many facts about fuzzy automata and their directing words follow directly from the existing theory of directable nondeterministic automata. In Section 5 it is shown that the D3-directability of a complete fuzzy automaton 1 can be tested by an algorithm that is essentially the same as the one presented in [9] for testing the directability of an ordinary finite automaton. In Section 6 we establish the closure properties of the classes of D1-, D2-and D3-directable fuzzy automata and complete fuzzy automata under the operations of forming subautomata, homomorphic images and finite direct products. In Section 7 we note a couple of possible extensions of this work.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic theory of finite automata and regular languages (cf. [8] , [14] or [18] , for example). For the general theory of fuzzy automata and fuzzy languages, the reader may consult [15] or [17] .
Some basic notions
Sometimes we use the notation A := B to emphasize that A is defined to be equal to B. The cardinality of a set A is denoted by |A|. For any mapping ϕ : A → B, the value ϕ(a) of an element a ∈ A is also written as aϕ, and for any H ⊆ A, the set ϕ(H) := {aϕ | a ∈ H} may be denoted by Hϕ. For a relation θ ⊆ A × B, we may express (a, b) ∈ θ also by writing a θ b. For any a ∈ A and H ⊆ A, aθ := {b ∈ B | a θ b} and Hθ := {aθ | a ∈ H}. The diagonal relation {(a, a) | a ∈ A} is denoted by ∆ A . The set of equivalence relations on a set A is denoted by Eq(A). If θ ∈ Eq(A) is known from the context, we may denote the θ-class aθ of an element a ∈ A by [a] .
In what follows, X is always a finite nonempty alphabet. The set of all (finite) words over X is denoted by X * and the empty word by ε. The length of a word w ∈ X * is denoted by lg(w). Subsets of X * are called languages.
We consider automata without initial states and outputs because directing words are defined without any reference to these. Thus a deterministic finite automaton, a DFA for short, A = (A, X, δ) consists of a finite nonempty set A of states, the input alphabet X, and a transition function δ : A × X → A. As usual, δ is extended to a mapping δ * : A × X * → A by setting, for every a ∈ A, δ * (a, ε) = a and δ * (a, w) = δ(δ * (a, v), x) for w = vx with v ∈ X * and x ∈ X. As there is no danger of confusion, we write δ(a, w) instead of δ * (a, w).
A word w ∈ X * is a directing word of a DFA A = (A, X, δ) if there is a state c ∈ A such that δ(a, w) = c for every a ∈ A. The set of directing words of A is denoted by DW (A), and A is directable if DW (A) = ∅. There is an extensive literature on directable automata. We mention just the surveys [1] and [20] , and the paper [9] to which we shall refer several times.
A nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) N = (A, X) is a system in which A is a finite nonempty set of states, X is the input alphabet, and each input letter x ∈ X is realized as a transition relation x N ⊆ A × A. For any a ∈ A and x ∈ X, ax N := {b ∈ A | (a, b) ∈ x N } is the set of states which N may enter from state a by reading the input letter x. For any H ⊆ A and w ∈ X * , the set Hw N is obtained inductively by (1) Hε N := H, Hx N := {ax N | a ∈ H} for x ∈ X, and (2) Hw N := (Hv N )x N for w = vx with v ∈ X * and x ∈ X.
For any a ∈ A, let aw N := {a}w N . We call N a complete NFA, if ax N = ∅ for all a ∈ A and x ∈ X. We defined NFAs as relational structures, but we may still view a DFA A = (A, X, δ) as a special NFA in which each relation
A fuzzy automaton F = (A, X, f ) consists of a finite nonempty set A of states, the input alphabet X, and a fuzzy transition function for all a, b ∈ A. We may write just f (a, w, b) for f * (a, w, b).
For any a ∈ A and w ∈ X * , let F(a, w) := {b ∈ A | f (a, w, b) > 0} be the set of all states that F reaches from a by the input word w. For any H ⊆ A and w ∈ X * , let F(H, w) := {F(a, w) | a ∈ H}. The fuzzy automaton F is complete if F(a, x) = ∅ for all a ∈ A and x ∈ X. It is clear that if F is complete, then F(a, w) = ∅ for all a ∈ A and w ∈ X * .
The following obvious lemma has an easy proof by induction on lg(v).
for any a ∈ A and u, v ∈ X * .
From fuzzy to nondeterministic automata
It is obvious that the directability of fuzzy automata could be defined in several meaningful ways. The definition suggested by Karthikeyan and Rajasekar [12] may be stated as follows: w ∈ X * is a directing word of a fuzzy automaton F = (A, X, f ) if there is a state c ∈ A such that f (a, w, c) > 0 for every a ∈ A, and F is said to be directable if it has a directing word. In [12] some ideas and results appearing in [9] are presented in a 'fuzzified' form using these notions. The discussion of these and related matters is simplified by the following reduction to nondeterministic automata. Consider a fuzzy automaton F = (A, X, f ) and a word w = x 1 . . . x k (x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ X). Clearly, w is directing for F if and only if there is a state c ∈ A such that for every a ∈ A there is a chain of states a = a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a k = c such that f (a i−1 , x i , a i ) > 0 for every i = 1, . . . , k. The actual values of the numbers f (a i−1 , x i , a i ) do not matter as long as they are positive. Hence, we could assign every positive transition the value 1 without changing the set of directing words. This means that when we are interested just in directing words, F may be replaced by the associated NFA F = (A, X), where ax F = {b ∈ A | f (a, x, b) > 0} for all x ∈ X and a ∈ A.
Example 3.1 Let F = ({a, b, c}, {x, y}, f ) be the fuzzy automaton, where the non-zero transitions are f (a,
Then the transition relations of F are given by ax F = {b}, bx F = {c}, cx F = {b, c}, ay F = ∅, by F = {b, c} and cy F = ∅.
It is easy to verify the following lemma by induction on lg(w).
Lemma 3.2 Let F = (A, X, f ) be a fuzzy automaton. Then aw F = F(a, w) for all a ∈ A and w ∈ X * . In other words, for all w ∈ X * and a, b ∈ A, b ∈ aw F if and only if f (a, w, b) > 0.
Let us also note the following obvious fact. 
Directing words and directable automata
In [10] three kinds of directing words of an NFA N = (A, X) were identified. A word w ∈ X * was said to be
For each i = 1, 2, 3, the set of Di-directing words of N is denoted by D i (N ), and N is called Di-directable if D i (N ) = ∅. Note that for a DFA, all three conditions (Di) yield the usual directing words.
For a fuzzy automaton F = (A, X, f ), let us call a word w ∈ X * (D1') D1-directing if (∃c ∈ A)(∀a ∈ A)(F(a, w) = {c}),
For each i = 1, 2, 3, the set of Di-directing words of F is denoted by D i (F), and
The classes of Di-directable fuzzy automata and complete Di-directable fuzzy automata are denoted by FDir(i) and CFDir(i), respectively. The D3-directing words of a fuzzy automaton F are exactly the directing words of F as defined in [12] . In [19] Speranskii calls a word w ∈ X * a "generalized synchronizing word" of F if F(A, w) is a proper subset of A. If F is complete, such a w is a D1-directing word in our sense in the special case |F(A, w)| = 1.
A pairwise comparison of the conditions (Di) and (Di') (i = 1, 2, 3) yields by Lemma 3.2 the following facts which imply that all results concerning directing words of NFAs apply to fuzzy automata, too.
FDir (2) FDir (3) FDir(2) ∩ FDir (3) CFDir (3) FDir (1) CFDir (2) CFDir ( 
, and hence F is Di-directable if and only if F is Di-directable.
Clearly, (D1) is the strongest of the three types of directability: exactly one state is reachable by a D1-directing input word and this state does not depend on the starting state. On the other hand, w ∈ D 2 (F) means just that the set of states reachable by input w is independent of the starting state, and for w ∈ D 3 (F), there is a state which is reachable by w from every state. The following relations between the sets D 1 (F), D 2 (F), and D 3 (F), for any fuzzy automaton F, hold by Remark 3.2 of [10] and Proposition 4.1.
Moreover, any one of the inclusions may be proper.
From [10] we get by Proposition 4.1 the Hasse diagram of Figure 1 which shows the inclusion relations between the various classes of directable fuzzy automata. Proposition 4.1 means also that the many results (cf. [2, 6, 7, 10] ) concerning bounds of the lengths of the shortest Di-directing words of an n-state Di-directable NFA apply to fuzzy automata, too.
In [9] it was noted that X * DW (A)X * = DW (A) for any DFA A, but the corresponding fact does not always hold for the D3-directing words of a fuzzy automaton F as claimed in [12] . In fact, not even
holds generally. For example, the fuzzy automaton F of Example 3.1 has the D3-directing word xx while neither yxx nor xxy is in D 3 (F). Remark 3.3 of [10] yields the following rather evident facts.
Recall that a finite deterministic recognizer A = (A, X, δ, a 0 , F ) is a DFA (A, X, δ) supplemented with an initial state a 0 ∈ A and a set F ⊆ A of final states. It recognizes the language L(A) :
It is rather obvious that D 1 (F), D 2 (F) and D 3 (F) are regular languages for every fuzzy automaton F = (A, X, f ). However, the simple power set recognizer construction used in [12] does not suffice. In this recognizer the state set is the power set ℘(A) and the fuzzy transition function g is defined Proof. If F = (A, X, f ) with A = {a 1 , . . . , a n }, let B = (B, X, δ) be the DFA with B = {{F(a 1 , u) , . . . , F(a n , u)} | u ∈ X * } and δ defined by (a 1 , u) , . . . , F(a n , u)} for every u ∈ X * . It is easy to see that,
The construction is clearly effective if F is effectively given.
Testing for directability
Two states a and b of a DFA A = (A, X, δ) are merged by a word w ∈ X * if δ(a, w) = δ(b, w). The algorithm for testing the directability of a DFA A presented in [9] is based on the obvious fact that A is directable if and only if every pair of states of A can be merged.
By the definition suggested in [12] , two states a and b of a fuzzy automaton F = (A, X, f ) are merged by a word w ∈ X * if f (a, w, c) > 0 and f (b, w, c) > 0 for some c ∈ A. Theorem 4.1 of [12] claims that a fuzzy automaton is D3-directable if and only if every pair of states can be merged. The condition is trivially necessary since any directing word merges all pairs of states, but the converse may fail if the automaton is incomplete and then the directability testing algorithm of [12] , obtained from that of [9] by replacing the Boolean matrix by a fuzzy matrix, may incorrectly proclaim the fuzzy automaton to be D3-directable. The problem is not revealed by the example in [12] because the fuzzy automaton considered is, in fact, a DFA with positive weights attached to all transitions, and hence its directability could be decided by the original algorithm of [9] ignoring the weights. We shall show that this algorithm can be used, almost without any change, for testing a complete fuzzy automaton for D3-directability.
In [10] a word w ∈ X * was said to D3-merge two states a, b ∈ A of an NFA N = (A, X) if aw N ∩ bw N = ∅. Let us say that a word w ∈ X * D3-merges two states a, b ∈ A of a fuzzy automaton F = (A, X, f ) if F(a, w) ∩ F(b, w) = ∅. Obviously, a word merges, in the above sense of [12] , two states if and only if it D3-merges them.
Lemma 5.2 A word D3-merges two states of a fuzzy automaton F if and only if it D3-merges them in the associated NFA F, and hence a complete fuzzy automaton is D3-directable if and only if every pair of its states has a D3-merging word.
Proof. For any input word w and any states a and b, F(a, w) = aw F and F(b, w) = bw F by Lemma 3.2, and hence w D3-merges a and b in F exactly in case it D3-merges them in F. The rest of the lemma follows now from Lemma 5.4 of [10] which expresses the corresponding fact for NFAs.
For any k ≥ 0, two states a, b ∈ A of a fuzzy automaton F = (A, X, f ) are said to be D3 k-mergeable if they are D3-merged by a word of length ≤ k. Assuming that F is known from the context, we denote the D3 kmergeability relation of F by µ(k), and let µ := k≥0 µ(k).
The following proposition, which justifies the algorithm to be presented, corresponds exactly to Proposition 4.1 of [9] . Quite the same way as in [9] , one can show that the time bound for the algorithm is O(m · n 2 ), where m = |X| and n = |A|.
Of course, the D1-or D2-directability of a fuzzy automaton can be decided by constructing the recognizers described in the proof of Proposition 4.4, but this is feasible for very small automata only. It also appears unlikely that anything like the above algorithm exists for D1-or D2-directability as there does not seem to be any useful notions of D1-or D2-merging words. This may be connected with the fact that, while the shortest D3-directing word of a complete D3-directable n-state NFA is at most of length of order O(n 3 ) (cf. Proposition 5.3 of [10] ), no polynomial upper bounds exist for shortest D1-and D2-directing words (cf. [2, 6, 7, 10] ).
Algebraic constructions and directability
As noted in [9] , subautomata, homomorphic images, and finite direct products of directable DFAs are also directable. In this section we shall consider the preservation of the various directability properties of fuzzy automata under the corresponding algebraic constructions. The relevant concepts, in different forms, and many of their properties, can be found in [15] . Some of our formulations follow Petković [16] who established for fuzzy automata (with outputs) some fundamental relationships between congruences, homomorphisms and quotient algebras.
In what follows, F and G always denote the fuzzy automata (A, X, f ) and (B, X, g), respectively.
The automaton G is a subautomaton of F if B ⊆ A, F(b, x) ⊆ B for all b ∈ B and x ∈ X, and g(b, x, b ′ ) = f (b, x, b ′ ) for all b, b ′ ∈ B and x ∈ X. Of course, this means that F(b, w) ⊆ B and f (b, w, b ′ ) = g(b, w, b ′ ) for all b, b ′ ∈ B and w ∈ X * . Hence the following lemma.
Proposition 6.2 For any subautomaton G of a fuzzy automaton F and for each i = 1, 2, 3, D i (F) ⊆ D i (G), and if F is Di-directable, then so is G.
Proof. For each i = 1, 2, 3, the second statement follows from the first one, and this we get by Lemma 6.1. For example, if w ∈ D 3 (F), then there is a state c ∈ A which appears in every set F(a, w) (a ∈ A) . In particular, c ∈ F(b, w) = G(b, w) for every b ∈ B, and therefore w ∈ D 3 (G).
for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B and x ∈ X. It is an epimorphism or an isomorphism if it is, respectively, surjective or bijective. If there is an epimorphism ϕ : F → G, then G is called a homomorphic image of F, and if there is an isomorphism from F to G, then F and G are isomorphic, F ∼ = G in symbols.
for all a ∈ A and w ∈ X * .
and f (a, w, a ′ ) > 0 for some a ′ ∈ A, and hence b ∈ F(a, w)ϕ.
Proposition 6.4 If ϕ : F → G is an epimorphism, then for each i = 1, 2, 3,
, and if F is Di-directable, then so is G.
Proof. Again it suffices to prove the first claim for the three values of i. Let w ∈ D 1 (F) and assume that F(a, w) = {c} for every a ∈ A. For every b ∈ B, there is an a ∈ A with aϕ = b, and therefore G(b, w) = F(a, w)ϕ = {cϕ}, which shows that w ∈ D 1 (G).
Let w ∈ D 2 (F) and consider any states b, b ′ ∈ B. If we choose any a, a ′ ∈ A satisfying aϕ = b and a ′ ϕ = b ′ , then by Lemma 6.3,
Finally, if w ∈ D 3 (F) and c ∈ A appears in every set F(a, w) (a ∈ A), then aϕ ∈ G(b, w) for every b ∈ B, and thus w ∈ D 3 (G).
Exactly as for algebras in general (cf. [3] , for example), the homomorphic images of a fuzzy automaton are, up to isomorphism, its quotient automata. Hence the above results can be formulated for quotient automata, too.
A congruence of a fuzzy automaton F = (A, X, f ) is an equivalence on A such that if a θ a ′ for some a, a ′ ∈ A, then for all x ∈ X and b ∈ B,
It is easy to see that θ ∈ Eq(A) is a congruence of F if and only if A/θ is an admissible partition as defined in [15] , for example. For a congruence θ, the quotient automaton F/θ = (A/θ, X, f θ ) is defined by
Since θ is a congruence,
, is an epimorphism, and that (2) if ϕ : F → G is an epimorphism, then F/ ker ϕ ∼ = G for the kernel congruence ker ϕ := {(a, a ′ ) | a, a ′ ∈ A, aϕ = a ′ ϕ} of F. These facts yield the following corollary of Proposition 6.4.
Corollary 6.5 For any congruence θ of a fuzzy automaton F and each
Since any direct product of finitely many factors can be obtained, up to isomorphism, by forming products of two factors, we may restrict ourselves to products of two factors. The direct product of F and G is the fuzzy automaton F × G = (A × B, X, h), where h is defined by
Lemma 6.6 For any
Proof. For any a ′ ∈ A, b ′ ∈ B and x ∈ X,
which proves (a). Statement (b) can now be proved by induction on lg(w). The case w = ε is trivial, and for w ∈ X, the equality follows directly from the definition of h. Let w = ux with u ∈ X * and x ∈ X, and assume that
for all (a, b) ∈ A × B, where we also used (a).
The following example shows that D1-directability is not preserved by direct products even for complete fuzzy automata.
Example 6.7 Let F = ({a, b}, {x, y}, f ) and G = ({1, 2}, {x, y}, g) be any complete fuzzy automata with F(a, x) = F(b, x) = {b}, F(a, y) = {a}, F(b, y) = {a, b}, G(1, x) = {1}, G(2, x) = {1, 2}, and G(1, y) = G(2, y) = {2}. Then x ∈ D 1 (F) and y ∈ D 1 (G), but F × G has no D1-directing word since F(b, uy) = {a, b} and G(2, ux) = {1, 2} for every u ∈ X * . For D2-directability, the following holds.
Proposition 6.8 The direct product of any two complete D2-directable fuzzy automata is also D2-directable.
Proof. Let u ∈ D 2 (F) and v ∈ D 2 (G), and let C = F(a, u) for every a ∈ A and D = G(b, v) for every b ∈ B. By Lemma 6.6, (F × G)((a, b), uv) = F(C, v) × D for every (a, b) ∈ A × B, and hence uv ∈ D 2 (F × G).
Proposition 6.8 does not hold without the completeness assumption.
Example 6.9 Let F = ({a, b}, {x, y}, f ) and G = ({1, 2}, {x, y}, g) be any fuzzy automata for which F(a, x) = F(b, x) = F(b, y) = {b}, F(a, y) = ∅, G(1, y) = G(2, y) = G(2, x) = {2}, and G(1, x) = ∅. Then x ∈ D 2 (F) and y ∈ D 2 (G), but F ×G has no D2-directing word because (F ×G)((a, 1), yu) = (F × G)((a, 1), xu) = ∅ while (F × G)((b, 2), yu) = (F × G)((b, 2), xu) = {(b, 2)} for every u ∈ X * . Proposition 6.10 The direct product of any two complete D3-directable fuzzy automata is also D3-directable.
Proof. Let u ∈ D 3 (F) and v ∈ D 3 (G), and let a 0 ∈ A and b 0 ∈ B be states such that a 0 ∈ F(a, u) for every a ∈ A and b 0 ∈ G(b, v) for every b ∈ B. Pick any a 1 from F(a 0 , v); this is possible as F is complete. Then
for any (a, b) ∈ A × B, which shows that uv ∈ D 3 (F × G).
That Proposition 6.10 does not hold without the completeness assumption, can be seen considering the automata F and G of Example 6.9: they are both D3-directable, but F × G is not.
It is easy to see that subautomata, homomorphic images and finite direct products of complete fuzzy automata are complete. We may therefore sum up the positive results of this section as follows. Proposition 6.11 For every i = 1, 2, 3, the classes FDir(i) and CFDir(i) are closed under subautomata and homomorphic images, and the classes CFDir(2) and CFDir(3) are closed also under finite direct products.
Concluding remarks: possible extensions
We have considered classical max-min fuzzy automata over the real interval [0, 1] . Moreover, all the directing words considered were "locationsynchronizing" in the sense of [5] in that just the states reachable by a word are taken into account while the transition weights are ignored. Therefore many results could be deduced from the corresponding facts about usual nondeterministic finite automata. Obviously, there are weighting spaces and alternative notions of directability for which such a reduction to nondeterministic automata is not useful anymore, but let us consider some possible extensions of the theory in which NFAs still could be used.
A natural generalization of Zadeh's [21] original notion of fuzziness is obtained by replacing the interval [0, 1] by a general bounded distributive lattice L. In our setting an L-fuzzy automaton is a system F = (A, X, f ), where A and X are as before, but the transition relation is a mapping f : A × X × A → L. Such automata (with initial and final distributions) are also called multivalued automata (cf. [17] ). Let ∨ and ∧ denote the joinand meet-operators of L, and let 0 be the least and 1 be the greatest element of L. The extension f * : A × X * × A → L of f is then defined as follows:
(1) f * (a, ε, a) = 1, and f * (a, ε, b) = 0 if b = a, for all a, b ∈ A, and (2) f * (a, w, b) = {f * (a, v, c) ∧ f (c, x, b) | c ∈ A} for all a, b ∈ A and w = vx with v ∈ X * and x ∈ X.
Furthermore, let F(a, w) := {b ∈ A | f * (a, w, b) > 0} for all a ∈ A and w ∈ X * . The defining conditions (D1'), (D2') and (D3') of D1-, D2-and D3-directing words can now be applied as such to any L-fuzzy automaton F. If L is a chain, then p ∨ q = max(p, q) and p ∧ q = min(p, q) for all p, q ∈ L, and exactly the same way as for our basic fuzzy automata we may associate with an L-fuzzy automaton F an NFA F which has the same Di-directing words (i = 1, 2, 3) as F. More generally, this can be done whenever L is a lattice in which p ∧ q = 0 only in case p = 0 or q = 0.
To require transition weights exceeding some threshold τ, 0 ≤ τ < 1 is a simple way to add a quantitative component to our notions of directability. For any fuzzy automaton F = (A, X, f ), and any w ∈ X * and a ∈ A, let F τ (a, w) := {b ∈ A | f (a, w, b) > τ }. Next we modify conditions (D1'), (D2') and (D3') as follows: a word w ∈ X * is said to be
